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Introduction
This report presents a summary of the history and character of the Grove 
Park area of the London Borough of Lewisham. It has been prepared by 
consultants at AECOM on behalf of Locality, working closely with the Grove 
Park Neighbourhood Forum. It is based on a detailed appraisal of the area 
carried out through desk study and fieldwork, and is intended to support the 
preparation of policies for the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan.

Landscape character assessment is a process used to describe and articulate 
what is special and distinctive about a particular place by identifying 
recognisable patterns of elements or characteristics that make one landscape 
different from another. Landscape is defined by the European Landscape 
Convention as “….. an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the 
result of the action and interaction of natural and / or human factors.” This 
definition is broad and encompasses natural, rural, urban and peri-urban 
areas. 

The information generated through the process of characterisation can be 
used as evidence to support the planning and design process. This approach 
is supported by the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which states 
that neighbourhood plans should develop robust and comprehensive policies 
based on an understanding and evaluation of its defining characteristics 
(DCLG, 2012). In doing so, policies can ensure that development responds 
to local character and history, and reflects the identity of local surroundings 
and materials, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation.

GROVE PARK
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Approach
The approach of this study follows well-established landscape character 
assessment techniques. The detailed desk study and fieldwork carried out 
to inform this assessment underpins the classification and description of 
character areas and broadly follows the process set out in the “Approach 
to Landscape Character Assessment” (Natural England, 2014).This approach 
has been tailored to meet the specific needs of the neighbourhood planning 
process and draws on further best practice guidance including:

• Shaping Neighbourhoods: Character and Context (Great London
Assembly 2014);

• Using Historic Landscape Characterisation (Historic England 2004);

• Character and identity Townscape and heritage appraisals in housing
market renewal areas (Historic England and CABE 2008); and

• Understanding Place Historic Area Assessments: Principles and Practice
(Historic England 2010).

Historic England, previously English Heritage has issued a number of 
guidance and best practice notes covering a range of issues in relation to the 
conservation and management of historic places and heritage assets all of 
which are available on the Historic England website (https://historicengland.
org.uk/advice/planning/).

GROVE PARK
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Context
This section of the report describes the location and context of the Grove 
Park area and summarises current planning policies which are relevant to the 
study.

Location
The Grove Park area is located in the south-east of London within the London 
Borough of Lewisham, as shown on Figure 1. The area is largely within the 
Grove Park Ward, with the area to the west of the south eastern main line 
within the Whitefoot Ward and Downham Ward.

The area is roughly 285ha in size, located approximately 2km to the south-east 
of the borough’s main town centre at Lewisham and 3km north of Bromley 
town centre. The Grove Park Ward boundary forms the northern and eastern 
sides, but deviates along its western edge to follow and include Galahand 
Road, most of Reigate Road, Hither Green Cemetery and Cumberland Place, 
as shown on Figure 2.

Planning Policy Context
National Planning Policy

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 2012
The NPPF requires local authorities to set out in their Local Plan a positive 
vision for the enhancement and enjoyment of heritage assets (DCLG, 2012). 
Part 12 Conserving and enhancing the historic environment clearly states 
that local authorities should recognise “the desirability of new development 
making a positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness” and 
should seek “opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic 
environment to the character of a place”.

Planning Practice Guidance, 2014
Planning Practice Guidance was reviewed, catalogued and published on 
the internet by the government in 2014 (DCLG, 2014). The section on 
design includes guidance on promoting landscape character (Paragraph: 
007Reference ID: 26-007-20140306). It states that “development should 
seek to promote character in townscape and landscape by responding to 
and reinforcing locally distinctive patterns of development” and that the 
“successful integration of new development with their surrounding context is 
an important design objective”.

Regional Planning Policy

Further Alterations to the London Plan, 2015
Further Alterations were made to the London Plan (FALP). The London Plan 
is the overall strategic plan for London, and it sets out a fully integrated 
economic, environmental, transport and social framework for development 
within the capital to 2036. Policy 7.4 of the FALP, which has a bearing on the 
assessment of planning applications by LBC, clearly states that “development 
should have regard to the form, function, and structure of an area, place or 
street and the scale, mass and orientation of surrounding buildings. It should 
improve an area’s visual or physical connection with natural features.”

Shaping Neighbourhoods: Character and Context 
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG), 2014
This SPG sets out an approach and process to help understand the character 
and context of a place (GLA, 2014). The results can inform the planning and 
design process and guide changes in ways which are responsive to place. The 
SPG states “buildings, streets and open spaces should provide a high quality 
design response that:

• has regard to the pattern and grain of the existing spaces and streets in
orientation, scale, proportion and mass;

• contributes to a positive relationship between the urban structure and
natural landscape features, including the underlying landform and
topography of an area

• is human in scale, ensuring buildings create a positive relationship with

street level activity and people feel comfortable with their surroundings

• allows existing buildings and structures that make a positive contribution
to the character of a place to influence the future character of the area;
and

• is informed by the surrounding historic environment.”

Figure 1: Location © Bing © Harris Corp, Earthstar Geographics LLC © 2016 Intermap 
Earthstar Geographcis SIO © 2016 Microsoft Corporation
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Figure 2: Street Plan

Local Planning Policy
Lewisham Core Strategy, Adopted June 2011
Lewisham Council adopted their Core Strategy in June 2011 (Lewisham Core 
Strategy, 2011). This document sets out the key policies and a vision for the 
borough and is a central part to their Local Development Framework.

Core Strategy Policy 12 (CSP12) refers to open space and environmental 
assets and seeks:

• to protect the character and historic interest of open spaces in the
borough; and

• high quality design which is reflective of local character for new open
space and improvements to open space.

Core Strategy Policy 15 (CSP15) refers to the promotion of high quality 
design in Lewisham. It seeks to protect or enhance the historic and natural 
environment and promote sustainable, accessible developments which are 
sensitive to local context and respond to local character. CSP15 also seeks to 
conserve and enhance the heritage assets in the borough and their settings.

Core Strategy Policies 1, 4, 16 and 17 include further policy and guidance on 
high quality design, as well as the protection and enhancement of the area’s 
physical character, heritage assets and views in relation to new development.

Lewisham Borough Wide Character Strategy, 2010
This study was commissioned to form part of the evidence base of the Local 
Development Framework. The aim of this urban characterisation study was to 
describe the form, character and special attributes of the Lewisham Borough. 
In this document, local neighbourhoods have been mapped by considering 
urban typologies, landmark features, barriers, edges etc., as well as heritage 
assets and key issues for each area. It therefore provides important context 
to this heritage and character assessment and is referred to further under 
existing character assessment on Page 14.

Contains OS Data © Crown Copyright (2016)
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Historical Development
It was not until the 18th century that the area now known as Grove Park 
came into existence. It was located in dense, ancient woodland at the south 
of the parish of Lee. During the 18th century much of the woodland was 
cleared, with activity in the area including charcoal burning, which may have 
given rise to the name Burnt Ash. After clearance, the land was used for 
farming. The first tenant of Burnt Ash was Thomas Butler in 1727. While the 
area remained largely undeveloped, several farms were formed, including 
Claypit Farm and Grove Farm by 1814. Grove Farm was worked by Thomas 
Waller, and later gave its name to the parish. The OS map of 1863 displays 
both of these farms and the large amount of undeveloped agricultural land 
that characterised Grove Park for the majority of the period.

Transportation was the key factor in the growth of Grove Park in the 19th 
century. The Manor House and land which included Lee and Burnt Ash were 
purchased at the end of the 18th century by Sir Francis Baring, who decided 
to improve an old farm track in the early 19th century that would eventually 
become Baring Road in 1902. The 1860s were a busy time in Grove Park as the 
railway was introduced when the South Eastern Railway shortened its route by 
going direct between St. Johns and Tonbridge; however this did not result in a 
station for the parish. The nearest station at the time was Mottingham, built 
in 1866. Industrial activity increased with the establishment of a brickworks 
by John Pound, one of the most successful developers in Grove Park in the 
19th century, which included an engine house and chimney adjoining the 
brickfield in Burnt Ash Hill. Industrial and transportation developments 
inevitably resulted in the speculative building of new homes as well. 

In 1862, around twenty new homes were built near Burnt Ash Hill, with 
further development continuing throughout the century. As the population 
grew the need for a station became apparent and in 1871 Grove Park station 
was opened on Baring Road just to the south of the junction with Chinbrook 
Road. By 1880 ten new homes were built to the north of the station along 
Baring Road, and in the same year three commercial premises in Grove Park 
were established.  Increased population encouraged the building of new 
churches to satisfy the religious needs of the growing community. These 
included a new Anglican Church St Mildred’s, on the road of the same name, 
in 1878, and St. Augustine’s Church on Baring Road, designed by the architect 
Charles Bell and completed in 1886. The major growth of Grove Park during 
the second half of the 19th century is evident in the OS Map of 1894, which 
displays a built-up Burnt Ash Hill, the railway line cutting through land that 
was previously agricultural, and residential development around the station. 
Local historian John King in his book Grove Park Its History Revisited notes, “It 
was probably in the closing years of the nineteenth century that Grove Park 
was at its most elegant and select disposition. It was in this society, which 
in so many ways was like a village with much inter-marriage between the 
wealthy families, that in 1894 came Hubert and Edith Bland whose names 
were closely associated with the Fabian Society” (King, 2011,pg 20). Edith 
in particular became a famous children’s book writer and was friends with 
literary figures such as H.G Wells. As a result, a number of intellectuals 
frequented Grove Park during this time to interact with the Blands among 
other influential members of the area.

An important development at the turn of the 20th century was the creation 
of a workhouse in the area, which was met with great opposition from the 

local and regional community, yet still completed in 1902. The workhouse, 
the largest development in the area at the time, is evident in the north-east 
corner of the OS map of 1916 along Marvels Lane. 

The Great War had a tremendous impact on Grove Park as the area became 
occupied by the Army Service Corps which used the workhouse as its 
Headquarters. World War One meant that housebuilding and construction 
more generally in the south-east subsided, leading to a major housing 
shortage in the post-war years. As a result, the London County Council (LCC) 
acquired a great deal of land throughout the 1920s a portion of which was 
subsequently acquired by the Lewisham Council, eventually leading to the 
creation of Lewisham’s Grove Park Estate in 1929. Large numbers of private 
houses were also built at this time and are evident on the OS map of 1930 
which shows land previously used for agriculture covered by dense housing 
developments. 

Another important development of the 1920s was the conversion and 
development of the Workhouse into a hospital by the Metropolitan Asylum 
Board in 1926. Chinbrook Meadows was opened to the public in 1929 as a 
small recreational ground. Cattle still roamed there well into the 1930s but 
the park and a further parcel of land were acquired by Lewisham Council and 
opened to the public in 1937. In 1928 the LCC tramway system was extended 
to a terminus facing Grove Park station, however, by the mid-1930s tramways 
were beginning to be replaced by bus services, and a number of routes were 
proposed. The outbreak of war caused these routes to be suspended. World 
War Two stifled other transportation developments including a bridge to 
cross the railway from Whitefoot Lane to Baring Road, which was approved 
by the council but not built.

Preparations for war began in the late 1930s when a site in Grove Park 
was settled on to accommodate two anti-aircraft companies at 255 Baring 
Road, who would later move into the newly built Napier House. A number 
of buildings in Grove Park suffered bomb damage including the Burnt Ash 
Methodist Church, several homes on Luffman Road, and the Amoa chemical 
factory located off of Marvels Lane. 

Following World War Two, demand for housing continued to rise resulting 
in a new six acre development behind the railway station in 1947. Prior to 
construction the land was used as nursery gardens, which was then developed 
into municipal housing. This development was followed by the demolition of 

255 Baring Road, which had previously been used by both the British Legion, 
and the Grove Park Society Club, known as the 255 Club. By 1949, the area 
was provided with a library, initially a mobile unit, followed by a temporary 
building, and finally a permanent building in 1953. 

An important point in the history of Grove Park came during the 1960s when 
the Greater London Council (GLC) announced plans to create a new highway 
called Ringway 2. The plans called for the demolition of the Grove Park Library 
and a number of homes on Coopers Lane, Baring Road and Somertrees 
Avenue. The plans were fiercely opposed and by the early 1970s the GLC was 
questioning its decision, eventually cancelling the plans in 1972.

Infill developments continued throughout the second half of the 20th 
century most notably on the Inland Revenue Sports Ground, an area of land 
near Marvels Lane, which was purchased by Lewisham Borough Council (LBC) 
to develop affordable housing beginning in 1978. During the 1970s Grove 
Park accommodated one of its most famous residents as well when in 1972 
Anglican Bishop and South African social rights activist Desmond Tutu moved 
into a home on Chinbrook Road where he lived for three years. In 1983 the 
Grove Park Community Group opened the Ringway Community Centre off of 
Baring Road, named as such to remind the community of the victory over the 
Ringway 2 development that would have drastically changed the area in the 
1970s. 

The 1980s also brought an enhanced bus service to the community improving 
the access to transport in the area. Another development occurred in the early 
1990s when St Augustine’s Church suffered significant structural damage. It 
was not until 2007 that money was raised to complete the renovation of the 
church. No major developments have been completed in Grove Park in the new 
millennium but there have been many positive changes to the community. In 
2009, the Tutu Peace Garden was opened and access to transport in the area 
was again improved when the railway station received higher train frequency. 
The future development of Grove Park is actively being pursued as in 2012 
a Grove Park Community Design Workshop by the Prince’s Foundation and 
Grove Park Community Group was undertaken in order to develop a vision of 
growth around the historic centre and railway station of the parish.

Historic maps showing the development of the Grove Park area over time are 
provided in Appendix A.

The workhouse on Marvels Lane as it is todayBaring Road and the Baring Hall Hotel
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Existing Character Assessments
The study area falls within National Character Area (NCA) 112: Inner London, 
as defined by Natural England (Natural England, 2013). This NCA is broad but 
provides some context to the character of the study area. 

At a local level, the study area falls largely within the neighbourhood character 
area of Grove Park, with a small part to the west in the Downham character 
area, as defined within the Lewisham Borough Wide Character Study 2010. 
The key characteristics of Grove Park are described as “A diffuse residential 
area with Baring Road as its spine, running between Lee Green and Bromley. 
The area was substantially developed for council housing in the 1920s, with 
private housing for commuters being encouraged by the electrification of the 
railway in 1926. The railway station originally opened in the 1870s and there 
was also a Victorian workhouse in the area, later converted to Grove Park 
hospital and since redeveloped for housing. The majority of the area is classic 
suburbia, but disconnected from the more urban centres such as Catford, 
Lewisham or Forest Hill; Grove Park lacks the distinctiveness of other parts 
of the Borough. There is a mix of typologies and winding roads created by 
hilly terrain and there is a noticeable contrast of some very green streets and 
those with little street greenery at all.”

Topography
As shown on Figure 3, the land undulates, with the highest ground in the 
south-east corner at approximately 74m AOD. There is also a separate band 
of elevated ground oriented north south which crosses through the centre of 
the Grove Park area at approximately 53m AOD along its length. These two 
areas of high ground are divided by a shallow valley formed by the south-
north route of the Quaggy River with a low point of approximately 28m AOD 
in the north-east of the area. The land also falls away to the west of the band 
of elevated ground to the lowest point in the Grove Park area which is in its 
north-west corner at approximately 24m AOD. Beyond the Grove Park area 
to the north the ground is lower across the generally flat plain around the 
River Thames, whilst to the south the ground continues to rise up towards 
Chislehurst.

The Quaggy River is the principal hydrological feature within the area flowing 
from south to north towards the River Thames, it is a tributary of the River 
Ravensbourne which in turn flows into the River Thames. The Quaggy River is 
open to the elements through the area, flowing naturally through Chinbrook 
Meadows before being channelized through the built up area to the north. 
There are several small ponds in the area such as at Grove Park Nature Reserve, 
Burnt Ash Pond Local Nature Reserve (LNR) and Hither Green Cemetery. The 
underlying bedrock geology is made up of the London Clay Formation.
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Movement and Connectivity
The Grove Park area is well connected with central London via Grove Park 
Station (South Eastern Main Line), which is in the south of the area, and 
Lee Station (Dartford loop line) which is approximately 0.4km beyond the 
northern edge of the area, as shown on Figure 4. The railway line changes 
from cutting to embankment as it crosses from the south to the north-west of 
the area. There are regular National Rail services to London Bridge, Waterloo 
(East), Charing Cross, Cannon Street, and Canary Wharf via Lewisham. In the 
opposite direction the south-eastern main line provides access to the county 
of Kent in the south-east with trains to Sevenoaks, Folkestone and Dover. 
Locally, the Grove Park area is well connected to the nearby local urban 
centres of Lewisham, Catford, Bromley and Eltham by the bus network, with 
Grove Park Bus Station located adjacent to Grove Park Station (railway).

The northern boundary is formed by the A205 Westhorne Avenue, which is 
part of the South Circular Road from Woolwich in the east to the Chiswick 
Flyover in the west. Locally, the A205 connects Grove Park to Eltham in the 
east, and Catford in the west. The road is both dual and single carriageway 
along the northern boundary and heavy traffic reduces tranquility along its 
route. 

The other primary road in the area is the A2212 Baring Road which runs north-
south through the centre, connecting the South Circular Road in the north 
with Bromley to the south of the area. Grove Park Station is on Baring Road 
where it crosses the railway line. The B226 Chinbrook Road is a secondary 
route which runs east from Baring Road from a junction adjacent to Grove 
Park Station and Grove Park Bus Station. All residential streets through the 
area are accessible by car and are sufficiently wide enough for on-street 
parking. 

Pedestrian access through Grove Park is good with pavements on either side 
of roads. There are also pedestrian cut-throughs and alleys that allow access 
and more direct routes than just following the street layout. Chinbrook 
Meadows, a local park, provides quick, direct routes between adjacent areas 
and includes a subway beneath the railway line.

One recreational trail crosses the Grove Park area, the Green Chain Walk, 
which is signposted and linked to a network of public open spaces across 
South East London between the River Thames and Nunhead via Crystal 
Palace Park.

Major barriers to movement within the area include the railway line, Hither 
Green Cemetery, and Grove Park Cemetery. The railway line is crossed by two 
pedestrian bridges, one at the southernmost point of the area, and one at 
the Railway Children Walk between Reigate Road and Baring Road about half 
way up the western side. The two pedestrian bridges are caged to prevent 
access to the tracks and in a poor state of repair, with access from paths that 
are overgrown with vegetation in places. A subway provides pedestrian-only 
access beneath the railway at Chinbrook Meadows. The railway line is also 
crossed by a road bridge for Baring Road at Grove Park Station, and a road 
tunnel for the South Circular Road at the north-west corner of the area.

Hither Green Cemetery and Grove Park Cemetery are both substantial areas 
of land that are secured by fences on all sides. Hither Green Cemetery has 
two access points along its western edge at Verdant Lane, and Grove Park 
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Cemetery has a single access point from Marvels Lane. The eastern boundary 
fence to Grove Park Cemetery restricts access into Elmstead Wood beyond 
the south-eastern edge of the area. Cumberland Place, which is within the 
neighbourhood area, cannot be accessed from anywhere else within the 
neighbourhood area as it is cut off by the physical barriers of the railway line 
and Hither Green Cemetery.

Public open spaces provide footpaths between adjacent residential areas

Grove Park Station on the south eastern main line

Footpath towards the pedestrian railway bridge in the south of the area

Chinbrook Road

Baring Road, the main road through the area
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Urban Structure and Built Form
As explained above, the layout and structure of Grove Park has been 
influenced by the underlying topography, the arrival of the railway line and 
station, and the inter-war and post-war demands for housing and suburban 
expansion of London, as shown on Figure 5.

Much of the area to the north of Coopers Lane, which was developed 
between the late-Victorian and inter-war years, is fairly consistent in its 
design, layout and character. Houses are mostly two-storey and either semi-
detached or terraced with red brick or painted exteriors, pitched roofs and 
chimneys. They tend to have single or double bay windows with hung tiles 
between upper and lower storeys or on a porch above the door. Traditional 
casement windows are still evident in the area, but many properties have 
replaced these with PVC windows or PVC alternatives which detract from 
the character of the property. Streets vary from straight or gently curving 
avenues to more pronounced crescents, and are often tree-lined. Generally, 
there are consistent building lines with houses set back from the road behind 
small front gardens and driveways. Gaps between semi-detached houses for 
garages and access to rear gardens reduce the sense of enclosure along many 
of the streets.

A development of inter-war houses to the east of Burnt Ash Hill and south 
of Winn Road are bigger than other houses in the area on wide streets with 
larger front and rear gardens than is broadly typical of the area. These houses 
have double bay windows and generally more elaborate external decoration 
and detailing.

Along Burnt Ash Hill to the north of Farmcote Road the housing density 
significantly increases with four-storey blocks of flats lining the road. These 
buildings differ in style with some more recent blocks of flats built of lighter 
coloured brick contrasting with more imposing 1950s red brick flats. The 
blocks of flats are typically set back from the road behind a lawn with parking 
to the rear. Mature trees along the street and in front of the flats and the 
sloping landform assist in integrating these larger scale buildings into the 
surrounding area. Architectural detailing on some of the blocks of flats is 

Inter-war housing set back from the road in consistent building lines
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noticeably less detailed than other blocks and nearby Victorian housing.

There is a recently completed development of modern flats located at the 
junction between Baring Road and the South Circular which have been 
constructed out of brick and concrete and partially clad in coloured panels of 
a blue/grey pastel tone. They have large balconies which project out from the 
building and are designed for privacy when viewing from the street.

In contrast to the north of the area, the piecemeal development in the south 
has resulted in a relatively mixed townscape south of Coopers Lane, and is 
particularly evident to the south of Chinbrook Road. This area comprises 
three adjacent housing estates that are typical examples of social housing 
of the inter-war, 1960s, and late 1970s architectural styles of the 20th 
century. These housing estates are relatively well integrated despite the clear 
difference in design and character between them.

• Grove Park Estate, which is located to the south of Chinbrook Road and
Dunkery Road, and to the west of Marvels Lane, was developed in the
late 1920s by Lewisham Council. It is characteristic of inter-war social
housing with two-storey short terraces or semi-detached houses that are
slightly set-back from the road on gently curving streets with small front
gardens and private rear gardens, occasionally arranged in crescents
around communal lawns. The houses have pitched roofs with chimneys
and have generally either been left with exposed brick on the exterior,
painted white or pebble-dashed.

• Chinbrook Estate, located to the south of Chinbrook Road, east of Marvels 
Lane and north of Lions Close was developed in the 1960s and includes
two tall tower blocks amongst rows of small terraced houses and flats.
The estate is typical of the period and is laid out on a grid with long blocks
divided by alleyways. Houses and flats are constructed in red brick, with
flat roofs and first floors are finished with white horizontal cladding.
Houses have small front gardens bounded by lower white painted timber
fences and small rear gardens. They are arranged around communal lawns 
and can be accessed from the road or from narrow pedestrian walkways
to the rear. Car parking is provided on-street and in car parks with rows
of garages. The estate now appears dated in its design and layout. The
density of housing in the Chinbrook Estate is noticeably higher than that
of the adjacent Grove Park Estate.

• An estate, to the south of the Chinbrook Estate which was developed
in the late 1970s by Lewisham Council and is focussed around Henry
Cooper Way and Grace Close. It comprises terraced, two-storey houses
and three-storey townhouses of entirely dark brown brick with wide or
high pitched roofs without chimneys and with simple single or two pane
windows. Some terraces are painted white. This estate includes on-street
parking and small designated areas of car parking. The houses have
narrow rear gardens enclosed by brick walls or fences and either short
front gardens or parking spaces.

The centre of Grove Park between Chinbrook Road and Coopers Lane was 
substantially redeveloped after the second world war. Detached Victorian 
villas in large plots were replaced with higher density 1950s and 1960s style 
red brick housing estates and flats, including six-storey blocks of red brick 
flats at Sandstone Road that have pitched roofs and are noticeably larger 
than anything else in the area. More recent housing development in this area 
includes three-storey terraces with ground floor parking and constructed 
of lighter coloured brick Gambrel roofs with dormer windows and Juliette 
balconies on the first floor are distinctive. This development is set back from 
the street behind a low wall with iron railings and is subsequently more 
private.

Cumberland Place is a relatively modern ribbon development that has 
been built on land between existing houses to the west of Grove Park, the 
railway line and Hither Green Cemetery. This development comprises blocks 
of flats constructed in red brick along a narrow road. There is no outdoor 
space provision with these flats, with the emphasis on providing car parking. 
Similarly, housing is arranged in a long terrace to the east of Grove Park Station 
overlooking the railway line and station in a private and gated development.

Flats along Burnt Ash Hill

Large blocks of flats at Sandstone Road in the centre of the area

Modern flats at the junction between Baring Road and the South Circular

Grove Park Estate, a typical inter-war social housing estate

Chinbrook Estate, a typical 1960s social housing estate
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Urban trends: changes in the townscape
The following photographs demonstrate some specific examples of change 
within the area as a way of illustrating trends, such as the loss of original 
architectural details and the introduction of modern conveniences, such as 
off-street parking and energy efficient windows.

Wydeville Manor Road – Blocks of 1950s flats on Wydeville Manor Road have 
been refurbished and remodelled since they were originally constructed, 
with the replacement of original features such as windows with modern PVC 
alternatives, and the introduction of pitched roofs to replace the previous flat 
roofs. The exterior of the blocks has been painted white at the balconies and 
in columns through the windows. Hedgerows and trees have been planted 
within the communal grassed area surrounding the flats.
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Chinbrook Road – The house has been rendered on the front facing the 
street where previously the ground floor was exposed brick. However, the 
house has retained many of its original features including sash windows and 
the porch. Whilst the original chimneys are still present they now include 
chimney cowls at the top. The front garden of the property has lost some 
of the charm of the original garden, perhaps through lack of maintenance, 
which detracts from the appearance of the house. A further shed has been 
constructed to the side of the house. 
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Balder Rise – Infill development is apparent in the comparison photographs 
of Balder Rise, with a new house visible in the foreground on the end of the 
street. This house has been designed and built in the same style as the others 
on the street and therefore is well integrated, which is not always the case. 
The removal of the uniform brick boundary walls and conversion of front 
gardens to driveways is apparent and detracts from the visual appearance of 
the street.
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Heritage Assets
Designated Heritage Assets
There are two designated assets within the area, as shown on Figure 6. The 
first is the drinking trough (grade II listed, List entry Number: 1410037) located 
on Harland Road. The drinking trough was erected by public subscription in 
1888 by the Metropolitan Drinking Fountain and Cattle Trough Association 
(MDFCTA). 

In the 19th century water supplies in London and the surrounding area were 
not adequate leaving water sources badly contaminated and resulting in high 
mortality rates. As a result, philanthropic bodies and civic amenity groups 
played a significant role in advancing sanitary improvements from the 1850s 
onwards. The MDFCTA were one of these groups, who provided a number of 
troughs with free water for cattle, horses and dogs. These early troughs were 
experimental in construction; iron and zinc-lined timber were used, before 
granite was adopted as the most durable material. The troughs erected by 
the MDFCTA not only bear the name of the organisation, but are readily 
identifiable by their design. 

The second designated heritage asset is the K2 Telephone Kiosk (Grade II 
listed, List entry Number: 1079951) at the corner of Burnt Ash Hill. The cast 
iron Telephone Kiosk was designed by Giles Gilbert Scott and constructed in 
1927. The square kiosk features a domed roof, perforated crowns followed 
by a top panel and glazing bars on the windows and door. The fact that Grove 
Park received a trough in the 19th century and K2 telephone kiosk in the 20th 
century demonstrates the growth of the area as it became large enough to 
warrant the inclusion of both.

Grove Park Cemetery is a Grade II Registered Park and Garden, listed by 
Historic England for its special carefully planned layout, specific for the 1930s.

Grade II listed K2 Telephone Kiosk on the corner of Burnt Ash Jill

Grade II listed drinking trough (above and below)

Baring Hall Hotel The Former Workhouse on Marvels Lane St Augustine’s Church on Baring Road Grove Park Youth Club (c.1967)
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Non-Designated Heritage Assets
Fieldwork also identified four non-designated built heritage assets of interest. 
The first is the locally listed Baring Hall Hotel, located on Baring Road, which 
was originally built according to the designs of architect Ernest Newton, an 
important member of the Arts and Crafts Movement and assistant to Richard 
Norman Shaw, in 1888. The Baring Hall Hotel is two storeys in height with a 
hipped roof and constructed in red brick. The building features gabled dormer 
windows and there is a balcony to the front elevation with an iron balustrade 
and a pedimented entrance to the side. The building has been altered over 
the years and suffered from a fire in 2009; however its late Victorian charm 
remains. 

The Former Workhouse on Marvels Lane was originally constructed in 1902. 
The building is in the Edwardian institutional style. The Workhouse did not 
operate at full capacity and was converted into a hospital in the 1920s and 
during World War Two served as a first aid post and auxiliary fire station. 
Following World War Two the building returned to its use as a hospital 
eventually closing in 1993. Much of the complex was subsequently cleared 
to make way for housing development; however, the entrance and building 
off of Pennington way remain. The entrance way features two domed turrets 
attached to porters houses behind, all of which are red brick. The building 
behind is also of red brick and features a large central archway which provides 
vehicle access. The building is divided into seven bays punctuated by Dutch 
gables while the central bay features a large clock below a cupola.

St Augustine’s Church on Baring Road is a Victorian Early English style church 
and was designed by the British architect Charles Bell, who specialised in 
designing Wesleyan chapels, completing some sixty during his life time. 
The church was completed in 1886. The building has historic significance as 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu attended the church during the years he lived in 
Grove Park in the 1970s and also assisted with services.

Grove Park also features a modern non-designated asset, the Grove Park 
Youth Club. Located on Marvels Lane, the building is situated at the western 
end of the Chinbrook Estate. The estate consists mainly of two storey terrace 
houses with gardens, two storey blocks of flats for the elderly, and two 
eleven storey point blocks. Designed by the architect to the Greater London 
Council, Sir Hubert Bennett, the estate homes have been constructed in red 
brick with white clapboarding. The design and landscaping of the estate have 
been successful, albeit suffering from poor maintenance over the years. The 
Grove Park Youth Club is a good example mid-century modern piece of social 
architecture. The brick clad building features a pitched roof split down the 
middle and separated to provide space for a flat roofed single storey section 
at lower level between the two halves. The interior retains many of the 
buildings original fixtures and fittings. The Chinbrook Estate, including the 
Grove Park Youth Club, received a civic trust commendation in 1967.
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Land Use
The predominant land use within the area is residential, as shown on Figure 
7. The South Eastern Main Line is a major land use and is more than six tracks
wide in some locations. The railway is particularly prominent in the north-
west of the area which includes the Hither Green railway sidings and a large
railway depot. The only large commercial building in the area is a cash-and-
carry warehouse in the far north-west corner which is separated from the
rest of the area by the railway line. The Royal Artillery occupies a building on
Baring Road.

The area is supported by a number of small shopping parades with most 
units occupied, together with restaurants and takeaways along Baring Road 
adjacent to Grove Park Station and at the junction with Summerfield Street, 
on Chinbrook Road at the junction with Marvels Lane, and at intermittent 
locations along Burnt Ash Hill. There are also three busy pubs in the area; 
the Baring Hall Hotel opposite Grove Park Station, the Crown Tavern at the 
northern end of Burnt Ash Hill, and the Summerfield Tavern on Baring Road.

There are at least seven places of worship in the area, which are evenly 
distributed across the area and provide for different faiths. There are also 
three primary schools, Marvels Lane Primary School; Coopers Lane Primary 
School and Baring Primary School. Grove Park has a library on Marvels Lane 
and a number of community centres. Other land uses include allotment 
gardens, two large cemeteries and two public parks.

Shopping parade on Baring Road, and the Summerfield Tavern

Royal Artillery Building on Baring Road
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Green Space and Public Realm
As shown on Figure 8, Grove Park includes Northbrook Park and Chinbrook 
Meadows, which are public parks located at the north and south of the 
area respectively. Chinbrook Meadows has a natural character enclosed by 
mature poplar with areas of long meadow grass and bisected by the Quaggy 
River which meanders naturally through the park. It comprises the Desmond 
Tutu Peace Garden, a number of sports pitches and courts, a small café, a 
playground and a small wetland area. Northbrook Park has a more formal 
character with a looped path, area of amenity grass and small play area.  As 
well as the two public parks the area includes Grove Park Nature Reserve, 
which is between the railway line and Baring Road. All three of these public 
open spaces are well maintained and provide a variety of open space to the 
local community. The two public parks have both been given Green Flag 
Awards whilst the community managed nature reserve has been given a 
Green Flag Community Award. Chinbrook Meadows and Grove Park Nature 
Reserve are both linked to a network of wider public open spaces in South-
East London by the Green Chain Walk.

Many of the streets in the area are lined by trees, with the most mature and 
successful street trees along the oldest roads in the area including Baring 
Road, Chinbrook Road and Burnt Ash Hill. However, there are streets with 
almost no street tree cover which contrasts greatly. Species diversity is fair 
with the most dominant species being London Plane, Lime and Sycamore, 
and there appears to have been recent tree planting along some of the area’s 
less verdant streets. In the south of the area around Chinbrook Meadows and 
Grove Park Cemetery, and around Hither Green Cemetery in the west there 
are avenues of mature Poplar trees that contribute strongly to the skyline 
and increase a sense of enclosure both within these public open spaces, and 
from nearby streets. The railway line is lined by belts of mature trees and 
scrub in the south of the area as it passes alongside Chinbrook Meadows, 
but is more open in the north with development right up to its boundary on 
the western side, and intermittent areas of scrub adjacent to its eastern side.

Hither Green Cemetery Green Chain Walk on the approach to the railway bridge Pedestrian bridge over the railway, part of the Green Chain Walk

Northbrook ParkThe River Quaggy meanders naturally through Chinbrook Meadows

Grove Park Nature Reserve, managed by the local community
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Front gardens have generally been retained alongside driveways with trees 
and ornamental planting common. Most of the houses in the area include 
well-vegetated private rear gardens of varying size which include trees that 
provide cover and privacy between the rears of properties. The blocks of 
flats in the area have less private open space and tend to be set amongst 
areas of amenity grass with private outdoor space provided by balconies. The 
combination of mature vegetation in front and rear gardens, the network 
of public open spaces and nature reserves, and green corridors such as the 
Quaggy River and railway line create a varied urban habitat for wildlife.

Public realm within the area is generally restricted to pavements lining the 
streets, strips of amenity grass with trees and frontages to shopping parades. 
Paving within the area is low quality with asphalt and concrete flags the 
predominant materials. In places, the continuity of pavements has been 
disturbed by ad hoc street repairs, utilities work, and the installation of drop 
kerbs as a means to provide permanent vehicle access to properties. The 
streets within the area tend to be wide enough that car can park on the road 
and where the roads are not wide enough for on-street parking there are 
clear white lines defining the extent of parking spaces on the pavement. 
Where the Green Chain Walk crosses the railway the bridge is in a poor state 
of repair and the public footpath down to the bridge from Baring Road is 
overgrown by vegetation and enclosed by fencing that together creates an 
uninviting walkway. Frontages to shopping parades generally comprise areas 
of fencing and bollards with a patchwork of hard surfacing materials that 
detracts from their quality and appearance.

Public realm at the shopping parade opposite Grove Park Station

Continuity of paving improves the appearance and setting of streets
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Views
The slightly elevated and undulating topography of the area provides 
opportunities for long distance views towards the north. Examples include 
the area east of Baring Road from where there are uninterrupted towards 
the emerging cluster of tall buildings at Canary Wharf, including the landmark 
One Canada Square. Similarly, there are intermittent views towards central 
London and iconic London landmarks such as St Paul’s Cathedral, the Shard 
and tall buildings in the City of London from Baring Road, Bramdean Crescent 
and bridges over the railway line. As a result of the sloping topography it is 
likely that many of the flats and houses along Baring Road and to its west 
which are on an incline will have views towards these landmarks from upper 
storey windows. A tall mast associated with the railway sidings in the north 
of the area is also a prominent visual feature locally. The far-reaching views 
available from the south of the area bring a more open and exposed character 
to this part of the townscape in comparison to the low-lying land in the far 
north and in the Quaggy River valley. Trees in rear gardens are visible from 
the street through gaps between buildings, which contributes to a verdant 
and suburban character. Mature avenues of Poplar form the backdrop to 
views along streets and across Chinbrook Meadows in the south.

Poplar trees are prominent in views across the south of the area Distant views towards Canary Wharf

The London skyline is likely to be visible from the upper storeys of many properties in the area There are intermittent views towards St Paul’s Cathedral and Central London
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Key Characteristics
Natural England defines key characteristics as “those combinations of 
elements which help to give an area its distinctive sense of place” that would 
result in significant consequences for the current character if they were 
changed or lost. As a result, they form important evidence to support the 
development of planning and management policies and a reference point 
against which to monitor change. The key characteristics of the Grove Park 
area are as follows:

• Well connected with Central London and nearby urban centres;

• Good pedestrian access across most of the area, with pavements,
pedestrian cut throughs and alleys;

• The south eastern main line forms a major barrier to movement between
the west and east of the area;

• Undulating land including the shallow valley of the River Quaggy;

• Fairly consistent in its design, layout and character;

• A number of distinct but integrated social housing estates typical of the
inter-war and post-war architectural periods;

• Houses are mostly two-storey and either semi-detached or terraced with
red brick or painted exteriors, pitched roofs and chimneys.

• Retention of period details and ornamentation;

• Buildings are set back from the street behind private gardens or driveways 
in consistent lines;

• Front gardens have generally been retained alongside driveways;

• High quality public open space recognised by Green Flag Awards and
linked to surrounding areas by the Green Chain Walk;

• A varied urban habitat including public open spaces and green corridors ;

• Mature street trees along some of the area’s oldest roads contrasting
with streets that have almost no street tree cover at all;

• Mature avenues of Poplar trees in the south of the area that contribute
strongly to the skyline and the backdrop of views; and

• Distant views of iconic London landmarks.
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Managing Change
Positive aspects of character
There are a number of positive aspects of character which should be 
sustained, reinforced or enhanced. These relate generally to the high quality 
public and private green space and the suburban characteristics of the area.

• Buildings set back from the road in consistent building lines on wide and 
often leafy streets;

• Well-vegetated and generally well-maintained front and rear gardens;

• High quality public open space recognised by Green Flag Awards and 
linked to surrounding areas by the Green Chain Walk;

• Mature street trees provide cover, and assist with integrating the tallest 
blocks of flats into the surrounding area;

• Varied urban habitat including public parks, the Quaggy River, gardens, 
green corridors and nature reserves;

• General consistency in architectural styles and materials across much of 
the area;

• Retention of period details to buildings, including hanging tiles, original 
doors and casement windows;

• Distant views of iconic landmarks including St Paul’s Cathedral, the Shard 
and Canary Wharf; and

• Well connected to central London by the railway, and to nearby urban 
centres by the bus network.

Issues to be addressed
The following issues have been identified which could be addressed through 
new or redevelopment, or active management. These are principally related 
to incremental and cumulative changes to individual buildings and the quality 
of the public realm.

• Disrepair and standard of maintenance of some of the blocks of flats and 
housing estates;

• Poorly laid out public realm around shopping parades has a negative 
impact on their quality and setting;

• The removal of original boundaries which has resulted in a fragmented 
appearance to the edge of some streets including Dunkery Road and 
Balder Rise;

• The removal of front gardens to create driveways along with ad hoc 
introduction of drop kerbs and inconsistent use of materials to repair 
pavements to allow permanent vehicle access has reduced the quality 
and continuity of the public realm;

• The appearance of the Green Chain Walk between Reigate Road and 
Baring Road is neglected and therefore uninviting , reducing the sense of 
security and arrival within the area; and

• Lack of recognition of local heritage assets which contribute to the story 
of its development.

Sensitivity to change
There are also some elements which are particularly sensitive to change. 
These relate to the survival of traditional architectural features and the 
contribution of vegetation.

• Traditional fittings such as doors and windows;

• Continuity of architectural styles along individual streets;

• Mature poplar avenues which contribute to the setting of the area in the 
south ;

• Mature street trees and successful establishment of younger recently 
planted trees;
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Character management principles
The structure and urban fabric of the area has remained largely unchanged 
since the late 20th century, and its extensive housing estates that are typical 
examples of inter-war suburbia and later post-war social housing remain 
largely intact. The area has generally retained a suburban character with a 
relatively low density of development with houses set back from the road 
behind front gardens, often on leafy streets. However, a number of the blocks 
of flats and social housing estates suffer from poor maintenance and there 
is a need to introduce planning policy that will support the modernisation of 
these housing areas whilst retaining and enhancing the aspects which are 
integral to the areas character. Furthermore, improvements to the public 
realm and the quality and setting of shopping parades could further help to 
reinforce the identity of the Grove Park area. 

The rise in property prices and the demand for housing in London has 
increasingly resulted in the conversion of existing larger houses to flats, which 
is slowly increasing the population density in areas similar to Grove Park. The 
pressure of demand in London could in the future result in the demolition 
of buildings and the replacement with higher density development. Climate 
change is likely to result in more extreme weather patterns including more 
frequent floods or drought, and as a result the conversion of front gardens 
to areas of hard standing for driveways could bring localised flooding. The 
species of plants currently within the study area may not be able to tolerate 
such extremes and over time may need to be replaced. Furthermore, over 
recent years a number of new plant pests and diseases have established in 
the UK which have the potential to wipe out certain species which could affect 
the green suburban characteristics of the area. Technological innovation is 
also likely to continue at a rapid pace. Innovation in personal transport in 
response to higher energy prices, for example, could change the way that 
roads are used or vehicles are stored.

In order to address the issues highlighted above, managing change in this area 
should focus on retaining the key characteristics of the area which contribute 
to its sense of place whilst accommodating development which enhances 
the quality and setting of the buildings and streets. This will be achieved 
through planning policies which require new development to have regard to 
the characteristics of the area and improvements to the public realm.

The following principles should apply:

• Opportunities to improve pedestrian connectivity between the western
and eastern sides of the railway line should be explored, and the design
of existing pedestrian bridges and their approach should be reconsidered
to make them more inviting, particularly as the bridges are part of the
wider Green Chain Walk across south-east London;

• Proposals to alter existing buildings should demonstrate an understanding
of the history and design qualities of the building and provide a clear
rationale for how this is taken account of in the design of the alterations
proposed;

• Any new buildings should respect the design and character of the street
in which it is located, including building lines and heights, proportions
and architectural detailing;

• The materials proposed for any new buildings and building alterations

should be good quality and responsive to the design of the local area;

• Opportunities to refresh or modernise areas of social housing should be
explored so as to protect the area’s sense of place;

• Proposals which retain or enhance vegetated front gardens or green
settings to flats and demonstrate a strong relationship with the street
are more likely to be acceptable than proposals to introduce substantial
areas of paving;

• Consideration should be given to the cumulative effect of incremental
changes to the public realm;

• Opportunities to improve shop fronts and the public realm around
shopping parades should be explored to enhance their setting and
reinforce the function of these areas as local centres;

• A plan should be prepared to set out commitments to the introduction,
management and future replacement of street trees which considers
improving the setting of less verdant streets and resilience to climate
change and pests;

• Carry out a detailed audit to identify further local heritage assets which
may require protection through inclusion on a local list.

Next steps
This study is intended to provide evidence to support the development 
of policies with respect to heritage and character for the Grove Park 
Neighbourhood Plan. As such, it does not provide a comprehensive overview 
of contribution of individual buildings, streets or spaces to the character of the 
area. It should be considered alongside other evidence gathered through the 
plan making process, such as detailed policy reviews, consultation responses 
and site options assessments and the evidence base of the Lewisham Core 
Strategy.

Other work which would strengthen the evidence base and provide a basis 
for monitoring and managing future change could include:

• The identification of discrete areas of character within Grove Park which
could identify specific areas that need to be protected or renewed; and

• Develop design codes to guide future development in the area.
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